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Translator's Note
It is an honor to be associated with the work of Professor
Levi-Strauss, and I wish to register my gratification at being in
vited to collaborate in even so minor a role as that of translator.
The translation was made during the tenure of a Fellowship
(1961 -1962) at the Center for Advanced Study in the Be
havioral Sciences, Stanford, California. I should like to express
my grateful appreciation to the Center for the idyllic circum
stances and the facilities which it provided, and to the University
of Oxford for generously permitting me to enjoy them. Special
thanks are due to Miss Lorene Yap for typing the manuscript,
ond to Mrs. Jacqueline Monfort for her help in the library.

Merton College, Oxford

R.N.

". . . The laws of logic which ultimately
govern the world of the mind are, by their
nature, essentially invariable; they are com
mon not only to all periods and places but
to all subjects of whatever kind, without any
distinction even between those that we call
the real and the chimerical; they are to be
seen even in dreams. • • •"
-Comte, Cours de Philosophie
positive, 52e Le�on.
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exposure of the extreme complexity and heterogeneous character
of beliefs and customs too hastily lumped together under the
label of totemism. These analyses are all the more illuminating
in that they concern a region-Tikopia-which Rivers thought
to furnish the best proof of the existence of totemism in Poly
nesia.
But, says Firth, before advancing such a view:
. it is essential to know whether on the human side the relation
[with the species or natural object] is one in which people are in
volved as a group or only as individuals, and, as regards the animal
or plant, whether each species is concerned as a whole or single mem
bers of it alone are considered; whether the natural object is regarded
as a representative or emblem of the human group; whether there is
any idea of identity between a person and the creature or object and
of descent of one from the other; and whether the interest of the
people is focused on the animal or plant per se, or it is of importance
primarily through a belief in its association with ancestral spirits or
other deities. And in the latter event it is very necessary to understand
something of the native concept of the relation between the species
and the supernatural being. 11

This suggests that to the two axes which we have distin
guished, viz., group-individual and nature-culture, a third should
be added on which should be arranged the different conceivable
types of relation between the extreme terms of the first two axes :
emblematic, relations of identity, descent, or interest, direct, in
direct, etc.
Tikopia society is composed of four patrilineal but not nec
essarily exogamous groups called kainanga, each headed by a
chief (ariki) who stands in a special relationship to the atua.
This latter term designates gods properly speaking, as well as
ancestral spirits, the souls of former chiefs, etc. As for the native
conception of nature, this is dominated by a fundamental distinc
tion between "edible things" (e kai) and "inedible things" (sise e

kai).

The "edible things" consist mainly of vegetables and fish.
Among the vegetables, four species are of first importance in that
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each has a particular affinity with one of the four clans: the
yam "listens to" or "obeys" sa Kafika; and the same relation ob
tains between the coconut and the clan sa Tafua, the taro and
the clan sa Taumako, the breadfruit and the dan sa Fangarere.
In fact, the vegetable is thought to belong directly, as in the
Marquesas, to the clan god (incarnated in one of the numerous
varieties of freshwater eels or those of the coastal reefs), and the
agricultural rite primarily takes the form of a solicitation of the
god. The role of a dan chief is thus above all to "control" a
vegetable species. A further distinction between species is nec
essary: the planting and harvesting of the yarn or taro, and the
harvest of the breadfruit tree, are of a seasonal nature. This is
not the case with coconut palms, which reproduce spontaneously,
and the nuts of which ripen all year round. This difference may
perhaps correspond to that between the respective forms of con
trol : everybody possesses, cultivates, and harvests the first three
species, and prepares and consumes their products, while only
the clan in charge of them performs the ritual. But there is no
special ritual for coconut palms, and the clan which controls
them, Tafua, is subject to only a few tabus: in order to drink
the milk, its members have to pierce the shell instead of breaking
it; and in order to open the nuts and extract the flesh they may
usc only a stone, and no other tool.
These differential modes of conduct are not interesting
solely because of the correlation they suggest between rites and
beliefs on the one hand and certain objective conditions on the
other. They also support the criticism advanced above against the
rule of homology formulated by Boas, since three clans express
their relationship to the natural species through ritual, and the
fourth through prohibitions and prescriptions. The homology,
therefore, if it exists, has to be sought at a deeper level.
However this may be, it is clear that the relationship of men
to certain vegetable species is expressed under two aspects,
sociological and religious. As among the Ojibwa, a myth is re
sorted to in order to unify them:
A long time ago the gods were no different from mortals,
and the gods were the direct representatives of the clans in the
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land. It came about that a god from foreign parts, Tikarau, paid
a visit to Tikopia, and l:e gods of the land prepared a splendid
feast for him, but first they organized trials of strength or speed,
to see whether their guest or they would win. During a race, the
stranger slipped and declared that he was injured. Suddenly,
however, while he was pretending to limp, he made a dash for
the provisions for the feast, grabbed up the heap, and fled for
the hills. The family of gods set off in pursuit; Tikarau slipped
and fell again, so that the clan gods were able to retrieve some
of the provisions, one a coconut, another a taro, another a bread
fruit, and others a yam. Tikarau succeeded in reaching the sky
with most of the foodstuffs for the feast, but these four vegetable
foods had been saved for men.7
Different though it is from that of the Ojibwa, this myth
has several points in common with it which need to be em
phasized. Firstly, the same opposition will be noted between in
dividual and collective conduct, the former being negatively re
garded and the latter positively in relation to totemism. In the
two myths, the individual and maleficent conduct is that of a
greedy and inconsiderate god (a point on which there are re
semblances with Loki of Scandinavia, of whom a masterly study
has been made by Georges Dumezil). In both cases, totemism as
a system is introduced as what remains of a diminished totality, a
fact which may be a way of expressing that the terms of the
system are significant only if they are separated from each other,
since they alone remain to equip a semantic field which was
previously better supplied and into which a discontinuity has
been introduced. Finally, the two myths suggest that direct
contact (between totemic gods and men in one case; gods in the
form of men and totems in the other), i.e., a relation of con
tiguity, is contrary to the spirit of the institution : the totem be
comes such only on condition that it first be set apart.
On Tikopia, the category of "edible things" also includes
fish. However, there is no direct association at all between the
clans and edible fish. The question is complicated when the gods
are brought into the picture. On the one hand, the four vegetable
foods are held to be sacred because they "represent" the gods-
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the yam is the "body" of the deity Kafika, the taro is that of
Taumako; the breadfruit and coconut are respectively the "head"
of Fangarere and of Tafua-but, on the other hand, the gods
"are" fish, particularly eels. We thus rediscover, in a transposed
form, the distinction between totemism and religion which has
already been discerned in the opposition between resemblance
and contiguity. As among the Ojibwa, Tikopian totemism is ex
pressed by means of metaphorical relations.
On the religious plane, however, the relation between go
and animal is of a metonymic order, firstly because the atua IS
believed to enter the animal, but does not change into it; secondly
because it is never the totality of the species that is in question
but only a single animal (therefore a part of the speeies) which
is recognized, by its unusual behavior, as being the vehicle o a
god; lastly because this kind of occurrence takes place only In
termittently and even exceptionally, while the more distant rela
tion between vegetable species and god is of a more permanent
nature. From this last point of view, one might almost say that
metonymy corresponds to the order of events, metaphor to the
order of structure.8*
That the plants and edible animals are not themselves gods
is confirmed by another fundamental opposition, that between
atua and food. It is in fact inedible fish, insects, and reptiles that
are called atua, probably, as Firth suggests, because "creatures
which are unfit for human consumption are not of the normal
order of nature. . . . [In the case of animals] it is not the edible,
but the inedible elements which are associated with supernatural
beings." If, then, Firth continues, "we are to speak . . . of these
phenomena as constituting totemism it must be acknowledged
that there are in Tikopia two distinct types of the institution
the positive, relating to plant food-stuffs, with emphasis on
fertility; the negative, relating to animals, with emphasis on un
suitability for food." 9

�

�

"' Seen in this perspective, the two myths of the origin of totemism which
we have sumarized and compared may also be considered as myths con
cerning the origin of metaphor. And as a metaphorical structure is, in general,
characteristic of myths, they therefore constitute in themselves metaphors of
the second degree.
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The ambivalence attributed to animals appears even greater
in that the gods assume many fom1s of animal incarnation. For
the sa Tafua, the clan god is an eel which causes the coconuts of
its adherents to ripen; but he can also change into a bat, and
as such destroy the palm plantations of other clans. Hence the
prohibition on eating bats, as well as water hens and other birds,
and also fish, which stand in a particularly close relationship to
certain deities. These prohibitions, which may be either general
or limited to a clan or lineage, are not however of a totemic char
acter: the pigeon, which is closely connected with Taumako clan,
is not eaten, but there are no scruples against killing it, because
it plunders the gardens. Moreover, the prohibition is restricted to
the first-hom.
Behind the particular beliefs and prohibitions there is a
fundamental scheme, the formal properties of which exist in
dependently of the relations between a certain animal or vege
table species and a certain clan, sub-clan or lineage, through
which it may be discerned.
Thus the dolphin has a special affinity for the Korokoro
lineage of Tafua clan. When it is stranded on the beach, mem
bers of this kin group make it an offering of fresh vegetable food
stuffs called putu, "offering on the grave of a person recently de
ceased." The meat is then cooked and shared between the clans,
with the exception of the kin group in question, for which it is
tapu because the dolphin is the preferred form of incarnation of
their atua.
The rules of distribution assign the head to the Fangarere,
the tail to the Tafua, the forepart of the body to the Taumako,
and the hindpart to the Kafika. The two clans whose vegetable
species (yam and taro) is a god's "body" are thus entitled to
"body" parts, and the two whose species (coconut, breadfruit) is
a god's "head" receive the extremities (head and tail). The form
of a system of relations is thus extended, in a coherent fashion,
to a situation which at first sight might appear quite foreign to it.
And, as among the Ojibwa, a second system of relations with
the supernatural world, entailing food prohibitions, is combined
with a formal structure while at tlie same time remaining clearly
distinct from it, though the totemic hypothesis would incline one
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to confuse them. The divinized species which are the objects of
the prohibitions constitute a separate system from that of clan
functions which are themselves related to plant foodstuffs: e.g.,
the octopus, which is assimilated to a mountain, the streams of
which are like its tentacles, and, for the same reason, to the sun
and its rays; and eels, both fresh-water and marine, which are
objects of a food tabu so strong that even to see them may cause
vomiting.
We may thus conclude, with Firth, that in Tikopia the
animal is conceived neither as an emblem, nor as an ancestor, nor
as a relative. The respect and the prohibitions connected with
certain animals are explained, in a complex fashion, by the triad
of ideas that the group is descended from an ancestor, that the
god is incarnated in an animal, and that in mythical times there
existed a relation of alliance between ancestor and god. The
respect observed toward the animal is thus accorded to it in
directly.
On the other hand, attitudes toward plants and toward
animals are opposed to each other. There are agricultural rites,
but none for fishing or hunting. The atua appear to men in the
form of animals, never of plants. Food tabus, when they exist,
apply to animals, not plants . The relation of the gods to vegetable
species is symbolic, that to animal species is real; in the case of
plants it is established at the level of the species, whereas an
animal species is never in itself atua, but only a particular animal
in certain circumstances. Finally, the plants which are "marked"
by differential behavior are always eaiole; in the case of animals
the reverse obtains. Firth, in a brief comparison of Tikopian facts
with the generality of Polynesian reports, expresses almost word
for word the formula of Boas, drawing the lesson that totemism
does not constitute a phenomenon sui generis but a specific in
stance in the general field of relations between man and the ob
jects of his natural environment.10
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terminology, a totemism in which the clans are considered as
originating from different species must be, by this fact, polyge
netic (whereas Polynesian thought is monogenetic). But this
polygenesis itself possesses a very special character, since to
temism, as in certain games of patience, lays all its cards on the
table at the beginning of play: it has none in reserve to illustrate
the stages of transition between the animal or vegetable ancestor
and the human descendant. The passage from one to the other
is thus necessarily conceived as discontinuous (all transitions of
the same type, moreover, being simultaneous), a veritable "scene
shifting," without dropping the curtain, which excludes all per
ceptible contiguity between the initial and the final states. As
remote as they can possibly be from the model suggested by
natural genesis, totemic origins are applications, projections, or
dissociations; they consist of metaphorical relations, the analysis
of which belongs to an "ethno logic" rather than an "ethno
biology : " to say that clan A is "descended" from the bear and
that clan B is "descended" from the eagle is nothing more than
a concrete and abbreviated way of stating the relationship be
tween A and B as analogous to a relationship between species.
In the same way as it helps to clarify the confusion between
the notions of genesis and system, so Maori ethnography permits
the dissolution of another confusion (which derives from the
same totemic illusion), viz., between the notion of totem and that
of mana. The Maori define each being or type of being according
to its "nature" or "norm," tika, and by its particular function or
distinctive behavior, tikanga. Thus conceived under a differential
aspect, things and beings are distinguished by the tupu, which
comes to them from within and the idea of which is contrary to
that of mana, which comes from without and thus constitutes
by contrast a principle of indistinction and confusion :

Mana has a meaning which has not a little in common with

tupu, but on a significant point they are radically different. Both

IV

The facts reported from the Maori, which are more remote
from the classical conception of totemism, link so well with those

denote unfolding, activity and life; but whereas tupu is an expression
of the nature of things and human beings as unfplded from within,
mana expresses something participated, an activ� fellowship which
_,
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accor ing to its n tu re is never inextricabl
y hound up with any sin
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gle thmg or any smgle human being. Is

No� the customs concerning tabus (tapu, not to be con
f�sed ':'It tupu are themselves also situated at the level of a
discontmmty which does not justify the kind of amalgamation
often attempted by Durkheim and his school between the notions
of mana, totem, and tabu:
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What �akes the tapu customs an institution is . . . a profound
respect for hfe, an awe in which now honour, now fear stands in the
for�ground . The awe does not regard life in general, hut life in its
.
�anous m�mfestations, and not even all manifestations, only life as
�ncluded m the great fellowship of the kinship group as it extends
mto field, forest, and fishing grounds, and culminates in the chief'
treasures, and sacred places,I4
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Australian Nominalism
I
In 1920 van Gennep reviewed forty-one different theories
of totemism, the most important and the most recent of which
were undoubtedly those erected on the basis of facts from
Australia. It is not surprising, therefore, that A. P. Elkin, the
eminent present day specialist on Australia, sho�ld have resorted
to the same facts in taking the problem up again, employing an
empirical and descriptive method, and an analytical framework,
set out several years earlier by Radcliffe-Brown.
Elkin sticks so closely to ethnographic reality that it is es
sential to begin by recalling certain elementary facts, without
which it would be impossible to follow his argument.
A number of measurements of carbon-1 4 residual radio
activity have pushed the entry of man into the Australian con
tinent back to before the eighth millennium B.c. It is no longer
claimed today that the natives of Australia remained completely
cut off from the external world during this enormous lapse of
time : on the northern coast, at least, there must have been
numerous contacts and exchanges with New Guinea (either
directly or through the islands of the Torres Straits) and with
Nouthern Indonesia. However, it is probable that, relatively speak
Ing, Australian societies have on the whole developed in isolation
to a much higher degree than other societies elsewhere in the
world. This accounts for the numerous features that they have
I n common, above all in the sphere of religion and in social
mgnnization, and the often characteristic distribution of modal
It Irs belonging to the same type.
All the societies "without classes" (i.e., without moieties,
33
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complicated in proportion with the age of the society and the in
creasing number of its segments, an interchange and alternating
mingling in which exogamy ensures regularity and periodical return.1

This interpretation, which is also our own (see Les Struc
tures elementaires de la parente), seems to us to be still superior
to that proposed by Radcliffe Brown in even his latest writings,
viz., to derive four section systems from a double dichotomy of
matrilineal moieties (which are not to be contested) and of alter
nating generations of named or unnamed masculine lines. It
often happens, in fact, that lines of men in Australia are divided
into two categories, one comprising the even generations and the
other the odd, counting from that of the subject. Thus a man will
be included in the same category as his grandfather and his
grandson, while his father and his son belong to the alternate
category. But this classification would itself be impossible to
interpret other than by seeing it as the consequence, whether
direct or indirect, or the complex interplay of the rules of mar
riage and descent. Logically, it cannot be regarded as a prior
phenomenon. On the contrary, every ordered society, whatever
its organization or degree of complexity, has to be defined, in one
way or another, in terms of residence; and it is therefore legiti
mate to have recourse instead to a particular rule of residence as
a structural principle.
In the .second place, an interpretation based on the dialectic
of residence and descent has the immense advantage that it per
mits the integration of the classical Australian systems-viz.,
Kariera and Aranda-into a general typology leaving no so called
irregular system out of account. There would be no point in
insisting on this second aspect here, because such a general
typology is based exclusively on sociological features and leaves
totemic beliefs and customs on one side : these have only a sec
ondary place among the Kariera, and although the same cannot
be said of the Aranda their totemic beliefs and customs, im
portant though they are, belong to an entirely different sphere
from that of the marriage rules and seem to have no influence
on them.
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II
The originality of Elkin's undertaking consists precisely in
re-examining Australian societies from the standpoint of to
temism. He proposes three criteria for the definition of a totemic
system : form, or the way in which the totems are distributed
between individuals and groups (with respect to sex, member
ship of a clan or moiety, etc.); meaning, according to the part
played by the totem with respect to the individual (as helper,
guardian, companion, or as symbol of the social or cult group);
and, finally, function, corresponding to the part played by the
totemic system in the group (regulation of marriage, social and
moral sanctions, philosophy, etc.).
Elkin further accords a special place to two forms of to
temism. "Individual" totemism is found mainly in the southeast
of Australia. This form involves a relationship between a sorcerer
and a certain animal species, normally a reptile. The animal
lends its assistance to the sorcerer, on the one hand as a beneficent
or maleficent agent, and on the other as a messenger or spy.
Cases are known of the sorcerer exhibiting a tamed animal as
proof of his power. This form of totemism has been reported from
New South Wales, among the Kamilaroi and the Kurnai, and it
is found in the Northern Territory, as far as Dampier Land, in
the form of a belief in mythical snakes which live inside the body
of the sorcerer. The identity postulated between totem and man
entails a food tabu, since to eat the animal would amount to
auto-cannibalism. More precisely, the zoological species appears ·
ns a mediating term between the soul of the species and that of
the sorcerer.
"Sexual" totemism is found from the region of Lake Eyre as
far as the coast of New South Wales and Victoria. The Dieri
relate the sexes to two plants. Sometimes "birds" are also in
voked: the bat and the owl (Dieri); bat and woodpecker
(Worimi); emu-wren and superb warbler (Kurnai); wren and
bat (Yuin). In all these tribes the totems listed serve as emblems
of sexual groups. If a masculine or feminine totem is injured by
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a representative of the other sex, the entire sexual group fee s
insulted and a dispute between men and women ensues. Thts
emblematic function rests on the belief that each of the sexual
groups forms a living community with the animal species. As
the Wotjobaluk say, "The life of a bat is a man's life." We do
not know very much about how the natives interpret this affinity :
whether as a belief in the reincarnation of each sex in the form
of the corresponding creature, or in a relation of friendship or
fraternity, or whether yet in myths in which the ancestors bear
animal names.
With only a few rare exceptions, found on the coast of ew
South Wales and Victoria, sexual totemism seems to be associated
with matrilineal moieties. Hence the hypothesis that sexual
totemism may correspond to a desire to "mark off" the feminine
group more strongly: among the Kurnai, women used to force the
hand of men too reserved to propose marriage by killing a mascu
line totem; this would result in a fight, which could be ended
only by the contraction of marriage. However, Roheim has found
sexual totemism along the Finke River, among certain Aranda
to the northwest, and among the Aluridja. Now the Aranda
have patrilineal moieties of a ceremonial nature, having no con
nection with either local totemic cults or a "conceptional" form
of totemism, to which we shall come below. However, other
customs or institutions are not without similarities to those of
the Kurnai. Among the Aranda as well the woman sometimes
takes the initiative: normally, in order to determine the totem
of her child, by herself announcing the place where conception
took place; and on the occasion of specifically feminine cere
monial dances of an erotic kind. Also, among some Aranda at
least, the maternal totem is respected as much as one's own.

�

III
The great problem of Australian totemism is that posed by
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tempting to interpret this series in the "natural" order 2 4-8. The
sections would thus result from a doubling of the moieties, and
the sub-sections from a doubling of the sections. But what part
may be assigned in this genetic process to structures which are
totemic properly speaking? And, more generally, what relations
subsist in Australian societies between social organization and
religion?
In this connection, the northern Aranda have for long
attracted attention, for while they possess totemic groups, local
groups, and marriage classes, there exists no clear relation be
tween these three types of structure, which seem to be placed on
different levels and to function independently of each other.
Contrarily, on the border of eastern Kimberley and the Northern
Territory, there is reported a coalescence of social and religious
structures; but, by this very fact, the former cease to ensure the
regulation of marriage. There, it is as though the sub-sections,
sectio?s, and moieties were fo:ms of totemism, and that they
were JUSt as much concerned With the ordering of man's relation
ships not only with society but with nature.2 Actually, in this
region the regulation of marriage is based not on membership of
a group but on kinship.
Is this not the case in certain societies with sub-sections? In
the eastern part of Arnhem Land the sub-sections possess distinct
totems, which is to say that the rules of marriage and totemic
affiliation coincide. Among the Mungarai and the Yungman of
the Northern Territory and Kimberley, whose totems are as
sociated with named localities and not with social groups, the
situation is the same, thanks to the ingenious theory that foetal
spirits are always careful to take up their abode in the bosom
of a woman of the desired sub-section, so that the theoretical coin
cidence of totem with sub-section shall be respected.
The situation is quite different among the Kaitish, the
northern Aranda, and the northwestern Loritja. Their totemism
is "conceptional," i.e., the totem attributed to each child is no
longer that of its father or mother, or of its grandfather, but that
of the animal, plant, or natural phenomenon mythically as
sociated with the locality at which (or near which) the mother
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felt the onset of her pregnancy. This apparently arbitrary rule is
often manipulated, thanks to the care taken by the foetal spirits
to choose women who are of the same sub section as the mother
of the totemic ancestor. It nonetheless happens, as Spencer and
Gillin have already explained, that an Aranda child does not
necessarily belong to the totemic group of either his father or his
mother, and that, according to the place at which the mother
chances to become aware of her condition, children born of the
same parents may belong to different totems.
Consequently the existence of sub sections is not enough
to identify societies assimilated so far by this single criterion.
Sometimes the sub-sections are merged with totemic groups, with
out affecting the regulation of marriage, which is left to deter
mination by degree of relationship. Sometimes the sub-sections
function as marriage classes, but then they no longer have any
direct connection with totemic affiliation.
The same uncertainty is found in societies with sections.
Sometimes the totemic system is similarly sectional, sometimes a
number of totemic clans are divided into four groups correspond
ing to the four sections. As a section-system assigns the children
to a different section than that of one or the other of the parents
(in fact, the section alternates with that of the mother within
the same moiety, a mode of transmission to which the name of
indirect matrilineal descent has been given), the children have
totems which necessarily differ from those of their parents.
The societies with moieties but neither sections nor sub
sections have a peripheral distribution. In northwestern Australia
the moieties are named after two species of kangaroo; in the
southwest, after two birds, white cockatoo and crow, or hawk
and crow; and, in the east, after two varieties of cockatoo, such
as black and white, etc.
This dualism is extended to the whole of nature, and there
fore, theoretically at least, all beings and phenomena are divided
between the two moieties: this tendency has become apparent
among the Aranda, since the totems which have been recorded,
numbering well over four hundred, are grouped into about
sixty categories. The moieties are not necessarily exogamous,
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provided that the rules of exogamy-totemic, kinship, and local
-are respected. Finally, the moieties may exist by themselves,
as is the case in the peripheral societies, or be accompanied by
sections or sub-sections or by both these forms. Thus the tribes
of the Laverton region have sections but neither moieties nor
sub-sections; in Arnhem Land, tribes have been reported with
moieties and sub-sections but no sections. Lastly, the Nangiomeri
have only sub-sections, with neither moieties nor sections. It thus
appears that the moieties do not belong to a genetic series in
which they constitute a necessary condition for the origin of
sections (in the way that these, in their turn, might be the
condition for sub sections); that their function is not to regulate
marriage, necessarily and automatically; and that their most con
stant characteristic lies in their connection with totemism,
through the bipartition of the universe into two categories.
IV
Let us now consider the form of totemism which Elkin calls
"clan totemism." Australian clans may be patrilineal or matrilin
eal, or else "conceptional," i.e., grouping together all individuals
supposedly conceived in the same place. Which�ver of these
types the clans may be, they are normally totemic, i.e., their
members observe prohibitions on eating one or more totems, and
they have the right or the obligation to perform rites ensuring the
multiplication of the totemic species. The relation uniting mem
bers of the clan with their totem is defined, according to tribe,
(the totem being the ancestor of the clan) or
(when a horde is linked to its totems through its territory,
in· which are found the totemic sites, places where the spirits
which came from the body of the mythical ancestor are thought
to live). The relationship to the totem may even be simply
mythical, as in the case of section-systems in which a man be
longs to the same section, . within his matrilineal moiety, as his
father's father, and possesses the same totems as the latter.
Matrilineal clans predominate in eastern Australia (Queens
land, New South Wales), the western part of Victoria, and also
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in a small area in the southwest of Western Australia. From the
alleged ignorance (which is more likely a denial) of the role of
its
the father in conception, it results that the child receives from
the
in
uated
perpet
n:.other one flesh and one blood, continually
feminine line. Members of the same dan are therefore said to be
"of one flesh," and in the language of the eastern part of South
Australia the same term as is used for flesh also means totem.
the
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are defined, and their im
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taires de la parente.
plications examined, in Les Structures elemen
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and the native theory of procreation. Belonging to the same
totem expresses only a local phenomenon, the solidarity of the
horde.
When the totem is determined by the "conceptional"
method (�hether, as �mong the Aranda, by reference to the place
of conceptiOn, or, as m the western part of South Australia, by
reference to the place of birth) the situation becomes more com
plicated. Since residence is patrilocal in this case also, there is
every chance that conception and birth shall occur in the territory
of the pat�r�al horde, thus preserving an indirect patrilineal rule
of �ransmission o� totems. Nevertheless, exceptions may occur,
. are on the move, and in such societies it is
mamly when fam1hes
merely probable that the totem of the children shall still be one
of those belonging to the paternal horde. The rule of totemic
exogamy is not found, whether as a consequence or as a con
comitant feature, among the Aranda (at least among the northern
Ara�da): These leave the regulation of exogamy to relations
of kmsh1p or to the system of sub sections, which are quite in
. dans.* It is striking that, in a correla
�epende�t of the totemic
tive fashwn, the food tabus should be more flexible and sorne
tim�s even nonexistent (as among the Yaralde) in societies with
.
patnhneal clans, whereas in a strict form
, they seem always to be
associated with matrilineal dans.
We may content ourselves here by merely mentioning in·
.
c1dentally a last form of totemisrn described by Elkin viz. "dream
!ot�misrn,': which is found in the northwest, amon'g th� Karad
Jen, and m two regions of South Australia, among the Dieri
Macurnba, and Loritja. The dream-totem may be revealed to th�
futur� mother whe? she feels the first symptoms of pregnancy,
sometimes after eatmg some meat which because of its unusual
fattiness is taken to have a supernatural character. The "dream"
totem is distinct from the "cult" totem, which is determined by
the place of birth of the child.
"' The �eports of Spencer and Gillen on this point have been challenged.
, Sauvage, Paris,
(Cf. C. LeVI-Strauss, La Pensee
ch. III.) For the present,
merely b: n�ted. that even �ccording to a modern interpretation (Elkin,
it
Aranda mstitutiOns are still markedly different from those of their
DeJghbors to the north and south.
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After a long analysis, taken up again and completed in other
works, and which we have only very brieRy summed up and
commented on here, Elkin concludes that there are heteroge
neous forms of totemism in Australia. These may be combined:
e.g., the Dieri, who live in the northwest of South Australia,
possess simultaneously moiety totemism, sexual totemism, matri
clan totemism, and a cult totemism linked to patrilocal residence.
Moreover, among these natives the cult totem of the mother's
brother is respected by the sister's son in addition to that of his
father (the only one which he himself transmits to his sons).
In northern Kimberley, forms of totemism defined by moiety,
patrilineal local horde, and dream are found in association. The
southern Aranda have patrilineal totemic cults (which are
merged with dream totems) and totemic cults inherited from
the mother's brother, while among other Aranda there exists in
dividual "conceptional" totemism associated with a respect for
the maternal clan.
Distinction is therefore made between irreducible "species" :
individual totemism; social totemism, within which are dis
tinguished, as so many varieties, totemism by sex, moiety, section,
sub-section, and clan (matrilineal or patrilineal); cult totemism,
which has a religious character and of which there are two
varieties, one patrilineal and the other "conceptional"; and,
finally, dream totemism, which may be either social or individual.
v

As may be seen, Elkin's procedure begins as a healthy reac
tion against the imprudent or excessive amalgams to which
theoreticians of totemism have had recourse in order to establish
totemism as a unique institution recurring in a great number
of societies. It is not to be doubted that the immense effort of
investigation undertaken by Australian anthropologists, follow
ing Radcliffe Brown, remains an indispensable basis for any new
interpretation of the Australian facts. But without at all with
holding from one of the most fertile contemporary schools of
anthropology, or from its head, the admiration to which they are
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entitled, it may be wondered whether the latter has not allowed
himself to be trapped, theoretically as well as methodologically,
by a dilemma which was by no means unavoidable.
Although his study is presented in an objective and empiri
cal form, it seems that Elkin undertakes a reconstruction in a
field devastated by American criticism. His attitude toward Rad
cliffe-Brown is more equivocal. Radcliffe-Brown expressed him
self on totemism, in 1 929, in terms as negative as those of Boas;
but he nevertheless continued to lay stress on the Australian facts,
proposing distinctions which are practically the same as those
adopted by Elkin. But while Radcliffe-Brown used these distinc
tions in order to explode the notion of totemism, Elkin proceeds
in another fashion. From the diversity of Australian forms of
totemism, he does not conclude-as did Tylor, Boas, and Rad
cliffe-Brown himself-that the notion of totemism is incon
sistent and that a careful re-examination of the facts leads to its
dissolution. He confines himself to denying their unity, as if he
thought it possible to preserve the reality of totemism on condi
tion that it be reduced to a multiplicity of heterogeneous fonns.
For him, there is no longer totemism but totemisms, each of which
exists as an irreducible entity. Instead of contributing to the
destruction of the Hydra (and in a field where this would have
been decisive, because of the part played by Australian facts in
the elaboration of theories of totemism), Elkin chops it up and
comes to terms with the pieces. But it is the very idea of totemism
that is illusory, not just its unity. In other words, Elkin thinks
he can reify totemism on the single condition of atomizing it. To
parody the Cartesian formula, one might say that he divides the
difficulty under pretext of being able to resolve it.
The attempt would be harmless, and might simply be classed
as the forty-second, forty-third, or forty-fourth theory of to
temism, if only, unlike the majority of his predecessors, Elkin
were not a great ethnographer. In such a case there is the risk
that the theory may rebound on empirical reality and disintegrate
it under the shock. And this is what has happened: the homo
geneity and regularity of the Australian facts (which accounts
for their pre-eminent place in anthropological speculation) could
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a traditional structure, they dressed it up, as one might say, by
disguising it in externals borrowed from neighboring peoples,
being motivated by the admiration which is apparently inspired
in Australian aborigines by very complicated social institutions.
Other examples of such borrowing are known. Formerly the
Murinbata had only patrilineal moieties. The sub sections are a
recent introduction, imported by some exceptionally intelligent
natives who were great travelers and had sought instruction in
foreign camps, where they had perfectly mastered the mechanism
of the sub-sections. Even when they are not understood, th
rules enjoy a considerable prestige, though here and there reac
tionaries protest against them. Without any doubt, the sub-sec
tion system exerts an irresistible attraction on these tribes. How- ..
ever, because of the patrilineal character of the previous system,
the sub-sections have been clumsily assigned, and the result is
a large number of marriages which from a formal point of view
are irregular, although relations of kinship are still respected.7
Sometimes, too, a system imposed from without remains in
comprehensible. T. G. H. Strehlow relates the story of two
southern Aranda who were classed by neighbors who had come
from the north into different sub-sections, even though they
themselves had always called each other brother :

�

The two old Southern men had been put into separate classes
bv these newcomers, since one of them had married a wife who came
f;om an eight-class group; and the marriage had now been "legalized"
according to the ideas of the strangers. They finished their explana
tion with some very scathing remarks about the Northern Aranda
who had had the presumption of attempting to force their own system
'
upon old Southern territory, where men had lived orderly lives under
the four-section system as far back as memory and tradition could
reach.
"The old four-class system is the better of the two for us South- '
erners; we cannot understand the eight-class system. It is mad and
purposeless, and only fit for such crazy men as the Northern Aranda
are; we did not inherit such stupid traditions from our fathers."8
.

Let us suppose, therefore, that each time the sections or sub
sections were invented, copied, or intelligently borrowed, their
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function was firstly sociological, i .e., they served-and still serve
-to encode, in a relatively simple form applicable beyond the
tribal borders, the kinship system and that of marital exchange.
But once these institutions were given, they began to lead an in
dependent existence, as objects of curiosity or aesthetic admira
tion, and also as symbols, by their very complication, of a higher
type of culture. They must often have been adopted, for their
own sake, by neighboring peoples who understood their function
imperfectly. In su�h cases, they have been only approximately
.
adJusted to pre-existmg
social rules, or even not at all. Their
mo e of existence �emains ideological, and the natives "play" at
sectiO�s or sub-sections, or they submit to them without reall
;y
kn�wm.g ow to use them. In other words, and contrary to Elkin s
behef, zt zs not because they are totemic that such systems must

�

?

be regarded as irregular; it is because they are irregular that they
can only be tot�mic, totemism-instead of the social organization

-then supplYing, by reason of its speculative and gratuitous
character, the only level on which it is possible for them to func
tion. Besides, the term "irregular" has not the same meaning in
.
both �ases. Elkm adduces these xamples as an implicit con
�
.
demnation
of all effort at systematic typology, which he tends to
�eplace by a simple inventory, or empirical description, of heter
oge�eous mo alities. But for us the term "irregular" does not con
tra Ict the existence of regular forms; it is applied only to path<r
.
logical forms, which
are less frequent than some like to think
, and the reality of which-supposing this to be clearly established
-could not be placed on a par with that of normal forms. As
Marx said, the eruption on the skin is not as positive as the skin
from which it springs.
ehind the empirical categories of Elkin, moreover, can one
.
not I�me
the outline of a system? He opposes the totemism of
matnlmeal clans to that of patrilineal clans, and with good
reason. In the former case, the totem is "Hesh," in the latter it is
"dre�"; organic and material in one case, therefore, spiritual
. the other.
and mcorporeal m
Moreover, matrilineal totemism
attests the diachronic and biological continuity of the clan, it is
the Hesh and blood perpetuated from generation to generation

�

�
�

�
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is in contradiction with his general theory of totemisrn, since this
is a cultural and not a natural explanation, sociological and no
longer biological. To account for the hierarchy of the clans, more
over, Malinowski has to construct . a hypothesis according to
wh�ch two clans are descended from invaders who carne by sea,
while the two others are autochthonous. Besides the fact that
this hypothesis is historical, and thus not universal (contrary to
the general theory, which claims to be universal), it suggests
that the dog and the pig might figure in the myth as "cultural"
animals, and the others as "natural" in that they are more closely
associated with the earth, water, or the forest. But if one were to
take this path, or a similar one, it would be necessary first to tum
to Melanesian ethno zoology (i.e., the positive knowledge which
the natives of this part of the world possess concerning animals,
the technical and ritual uses to which they put them, and the
beliefs they hold about them), and not to utilitarian prejudices
resting on no particular empirical foundation. Moreover, it is
clear that relationships such as we have just mentioned by way
of example are conceived, not experienced. In formulating them,
the mind allows itself to be guided by a theoretical rather than
by a practical aim.
In the second place, a search for utility at any price runs up
against those innumerable cases in which the totemic animals
or plants have no discernible use from the point of view of the
native culture. To adhere strictly to principle, it is necessary to
manipulate the notion of interest, giving it an appropriate mean
ing on each occasion, in such a way that the empirical exigency
postulated in the beginning is progressively changed into verbal
juggling, petitio principii, or tautology. Malinowski himself is
unable to hold to the axiom (though it is the basis of.his system)
reducing the totemic species to useful and, above all, edible
species : immediately, he has to propose other motives, such as
admiration or fear. But why then does one find in Australia such
odd totems as laughing, various illnesses, vomiting, and a corpse?
An obstinate taste for utilitarian interpretations sometimes
leads to a strange dialectic. Thus Ursula McConnel maintains
that the totems of the Wikmunkan (on the Gulf of Carpentaria,
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in northern Australia) reflect economic interests : the totems of
the coastal tribes are the dugong, sea turtle, various sharks, crabs,
oysters, and other mollusks, as well as thunder, "which announces
the season of the north wind," high tide, "which brings food,"
and a little bird which is ''believed to protect fishing operations.''
The peoples of the interior have totems which are � so related �
their environment: bush rat, wallaby, young grass that the am
mals feed on," arrowroot, yam, etc.
It is more difficult to explain the affection for the shooting
star-another totem-"which �n�ounces the death a
.
But, the author continues, this IS because m additiOn to
·• ··
positive function, or instea� of it, "totem� may �ep�esent
\
,
•
s
HI
nd
s
crocodile
as
h
su
�
obJects,
�
gerous and disagreeable
�
[elsewhere, mosquitoes as well] which possess a negative social! .
interest in that they cannot be ignored but may be increased for
the discomfort of enemies and strangers ." 8 I n this respect, it
would be difficult to find anything which, in one way or another,
positively or negatively (or even because of its lack of sig
nificance?), might not be said to offer an interest, and the utili
tarian and naturalist theory would thus be reduced to a series of
propositions empty of any content.
Moreover, Spencer and Gillen long ago suggested a much
more satisfying explanation of the inclusion among the totems of
species which a naive utilitarianism would regard simply as
harmful : "Flies and mosquitos . . . are such pests that, at first
sight, it is not easy to understand why ceremonie� to increase
their number should be performed. . . . However, It must be re
membered that Hies and mosquitoes, though themselves intensely
objectionable, are very intimately associated with what the native
above all things desires to see at certain times of the year, and
that is a heavy rainfall." 9 Which is to say-and the formula
might be extended to the entire field of totemism-that Hies
and mosquitoes are not perceived as stimuli, but are conceived
as signs.
In the work which we examined in the preceding chapter,
Firth still seems to tend' toward utilitarian explanations. The
yam, taro, coconut, and breadfruit are the staple foods of Tikopia,
and, as such, are regarded as being infinitely precious. However,
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when we wish to understand why edible fish are excluded from
the totemic system, this type of explanation has to be qualified :
before the activity of fishing, fish constitute a vague and un
�lifferentiated entity; they are not present and observable, as are
food plants in the gardens and orchards. So fishing rituals are
not divided among the clans; the latter perform them in common
around the sacred canoes with the aid of which men secure fish.
When food plants are concerned, society is interested in their
increase; in the case of fish, it is interested in catching them.10
The theory is ingenious, but even if it is accepted it still
shows that the relation between man and his needs is mediated
by culture and cannot be conceived of simply in terms of nature.
As Firth himself remarks, "As far as the majority of animal totem
species is concerned the economic interest in them is not of a
pronounced type." 11 Even as far as vegetable foods are con
cerned, another work by Firth suggests that matters are more
complex than a utilitarian interpretation allows for. The idea
of economic interest includes many aspects which should be
distinguished, and which do not always coincide with each other,
' nor each of them with social and religious behavior. Food plants
may thus be ranked in a hierarchical order of decreasing im
lj>Ortance, according to their place in subsistence (I), the labor
necessary to grow them (II), the complexity of the ritual in
t� nded to make them flourish (III), the complexity of the harvest
tJtes (IV), and finally the religious importance of the clans which
control the main kinds (V), viz., Kafika (yam), Taumako (taro),
Tafua (coconut), Fangarere (breadfruit). The information re
corded by Firth12 is summed up in the following table :
(I)
taro
breadfruit
coconut
banana

pulaka

sago
yam

(II)
taro
yam

(III)

CIV)

(V)

pulaka (Alo-

yam
taro
coconut

yam
taro
breadfruit

Kafika
Taumako
Fangarere

coconut

banana

sago

banana
breadfruit
sago

breadfruit
sago
pulaka

coconut
banana
pulaka

Fusi (house of
Tafua)
Tafua
(none)
(none)

casia sp. )
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The table does not correspond with the totemic system, since the
number of plants in it is greater; the yam, which is controlled by
the highest clan, and the ritual of which, both for its cultivation
and for its harvest, is also the most complex, occupies the last
place in importance as food and the second in labor demanded.
The "non-totemic" banana tree and sago palm are objects of more
important ritual, both to raise them and to gather their fruits,
than are the breadfruit tree and the coconut palm, both of which
are nevertheless "totemic," and so on.

\

N

It is not very likely that Radcliffe-Brown had a clear ide�
of the evolution of his own thought over the last thirty years of\
his life, for even his latest writings keep closely to the line that
he took in his older works. Moreover, the evolution did not take
place progressively : one might say that two tendencies were
always co-present in him, and that according to occasion some
times the one and sometimes the other was expressed. As he grew .
older, each tendency became more precise and refined, making
the opposition between them more obvious, but it is impossible to
say which of the two would finally have prevailed.
We should therefore not be too surprised that, exactly ten
years after he had formulated his first t eory o.f to�emism, Rad
cliffe Brown should have opposed Malmowski With regard to
magic and that his ideas about the phenomenon, though very
close to those of the other, should have been as far removed as
possible from his own earlier ones. Malinows i, in a more con
.
sistent fashion, had treated the problem of magic m the same way
as that of totemism, i.e., by reference to general psychological
considerations. All magical rites and practices were reduced to a
means for man to abolish or diminish the anxiety which he felt
in undertakings of uncertain outcome. Magic thus has, according to him, a practical and affective end.
:!
.
It" should be noted immediately that the connectiOn postu
lated by Malinowski between magic and risk is not at all obvious.
Every undertaking involves some risk, if only that of failing, or
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that the result shall not plainly match the hopes of the actor.
Yet in all societies magic occupies a clearly delimited zone which
includes certain undertakings and leaves others outside. To main
tain that the former are precisely those which the society regards
as uncertain would be to beg the question, for there is no ob
jective criterion for deciding which undertakings, independently
of the fact that some of them are accompanied by rituals, are
held by human societies to be more or less risky. Societies are
known in which types of activity which involve certain danger
have no connection with magic. This is the case, for example,
among the Ngindo, a small Bantu tribe, living at a very low
technical and economic level, who lead a precarious existence in
the forests of southern Tanganyika, and among whom apiculture
plays an important part: "Seeing that bee-keeping is such a risky
business, involving nocturnal wandering in hostile forest, and
encounters with hostile bees at dizzy heights, its dearth of at
tendant ritual might seem astounding. But it has been pointed
out to me that danger does not necessarily evoke ritual. Some
hunting tribes are known to go after big game without overmuch
formality. Ritual impinges very little on the Ngindo daily sub
sistence routine." 18

The empirical relationship postulated by Malinowski is thus
not verified. And in any case, as Radcliffe-Brown remarks, the
argument proposed (which merely recapitulates, moreover, that
of Loisy) would be just as plausible if it were turned round the
other way, producing an exactly opposite thesis:

. . . namely, that if it were not for the existence of the rite and the
beliefs associated with it the individual would feel no anxiety, and
that the psychological effect of the rite is to create in him a sense of
insecurity or danger. It seems very unlikely that an Andaman Islander
would think it is dangerous to eat dugong or pork or turtle meat if it
were not for the existence of a specific body of ritual the ostensible
purpose of which is to protect him from these dangers . . . Thus,
while one anthropological theory is that magic and religion give men
confidence, comfort and a sense of security, it could equally well be
argued that they give men fears and anxieties from which they would
otherwise be free. . . ,14
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Thus it is certainly not because men feel anxiety in certain situa
tions that they turn to magic, but it is because they have recourse
to magic that these situations engender anxiety in them. Now
this argument also applies to Radcliffe-Brown's first theory of
totemism, since this affirms that men adopt a ritual attitude to
ward animal and vegetable species which arouse their interest
(which should be understood as : their spontaneous interest).
Could it not just as well be maintained that (as the bizarre nature
of the lists of totems suggests) it is rather because of the ritual
attitudes which they observe toward certain species that men are

led to find an interest in them?
We may certainly imagine that in the beginning of social
life, and today still, individuals who were prey to anxiety
should have originated, and still originate1 compulsive modes of
behavior such as are observed among psychopaths; and that a
kind of social selection should have operated on this multitude
of individual variations in such a way, like natural selection by
means of mutations, as to preserve and generalize those that were
useful to the perpetuation of the group and the maintenance
of order, and to eliminate the others. But this hypothesis, which
is difficult to verify for the present, and impossible for the distant
past, would add nothing to the simple statement that rites are
born and disappear irregularly.
Before a recourse to anxiety could supply even the outlines
of an explanation, we should have to know what anxiety actually
is, and then what relations exist between, on the one hand, a
confused and disordered emotion, and, on the other, acts marked
by the most rigorous precision and which are divided into a
number of distinct categories. By what mechanism might the
former give rise to the latter? Anxiety is not a cause : it is the
way in which man perceives, subjectively and obscurely, an
internal disorder such that he does not even know whether it is
physical or mental. If an intelligible connection exists, it has to be
sought between articulated modes of behavior and structures of
disorder of which the theory has yet to be worked out, not be
tween behavior and the reflection of unknown phenomena on
the screen of sensation.

Prycho-analytical theory, which Malinowski implicitly
makes use of, sets itself the task of teaching us that the behavior
of disturbed persons is symbolic, and that its interpretation calls
for a grammar, i .e., a code whic� , like all codes, is by its very
nat�re extra-�n ividual. his behavior may be accompanied by
anxiety, but It IS not anxiety that produces it. The fundamental
error in Malinowski's thesis is that it takes for a cause what, in
the I?ost favorable circumstances, is only a consequence or a con
comitant.
As affectivity is the most obscure side of man, there has been
the constant temptation to resort to it, forgetting that what is
refractory to explanation is ipso facto unsuitable for use in ex
planation. A datum is not primary because it is incomprehensi
ble : this characteristic indicates solely that an explanation, if it
exists, must be sought on another level. Otherwise, we shall be
satisfied to attach another label to the problem, thus believing
it to have been solved.
The first stage of Radcliffe-Brown's thought is sufficient to
demonstrate that this illusion has vitiated reflections on totemism.
It is this, also, which ruins Freud's attempt in Totem and Taboo.
It is well known that Kroeber changed his mind somewhat about
this work twenty years after condemning it for its inexactitudes
and unscientific method. In 1939, however, he accused himself
of injustice : had he not used a sledge-hammer to crush a butter
By? If Freud gave up the idea, as he seemed to have done, that
the act of parricide was a historical event, it could be viewed as
the symbolic expression of a recurrent virtuality, a generic and
non-temporal model of psychological attitudes entailed by repeti
tive phenomena or institutions such as totemism and tabus.15
But this is not the real question. Contrary to what Freud
maintained, social constraints, whether positive or negative, can
not be explained, either in their origin or in their persistence, as
th e effects of impulses or ei?otions which appear again and again,
.
. the same charactenstics
With
and during the course of centuries
and millennia, in slifferent individuals. For if the recurrence of
the sentiments explained the persistence of customs, the origin of
the customs ought to coincide with the origin of the appearance

�
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Moreover, the animal is more than a simple object of a prohibi
tion; it is an ancestor, and to kill it would be almost as bad as
murder. This is not because the Tallensi believe in metempsycho
sis, but because the ancestors, their human descendants, and the
resident animals are all united by a territorial link: "The an
cestors . . . are spiritually present in the social life of their
descendants in the same way as the sacred animals are present
in sacred pools or in the locality with which the group is identified." 2
Tallensi society is thus comparable to a fabric in which the
warp and the woof correspond respectively to localities and to
lineages. Intimately connected as they are, these elements none
theless constitute distinct realities, accompanied by particular
sanctions and ritual symbols, within the general framework
of the ancestor cult. The Tallensi know that an individual,
in his social capacity, combines multiple roles, each of which
corresponds to an aspect or a function of the society, and that
he is continually confronted by problems of orientation and
selection : "Totemic and other ritual symbols are the ideological
landmarks that keep an individual on his course." 8 As a member
of a large clan, a man is related to common and distant ancestors,
symbolized by sacred animals; as member of a lineage, to closer
ancestors, symbolized by totems; and lastly, as an individual, he
is connected with particular ancestors who reveal his personal
fate and who may appear to him through an intermediary such
as a domestic animal or certain wild game :
-�

But what is the common psychological theme in these different
categories of animals symbolised? The relations between men and
their ancestors among the Tallensi are a never-ceasing struggle. Men
try to coerce and placate their ancestors by means of sacrifices. But
the ancestors are unpredictable. It is their power to injure and their
sudden attacks on routine well-being that make men aware of them
rather than their beneficent guardianship. It is by their aggressive
intervention in human affairs that they control the social order. Do
what they will men can never control the ancestors. Like the animals
of the bush and the river, they are restless, elusive, ubiquitous, un
predictable, aggressive. The relations of men with animals in the
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�orld of commo?-sense. experience are an apt symbolism of the rela
tiOns of men With theu ancestors in the sphere of mystical causa
tion. 4

Fortes finds in this comparison the explanation for the
predominant place assigned to carnivorous animals, those which
the Tallensi group together under the term "teeth-bearers "
which exist and protect themselves by attacking other animais
and sometimes even men: "their symbolic link with the po
.
.
tential aggressiveness of the ancestors is patent." Because of their
vitality, these animals are also a convenient symbol for imm�rtalit�. That this symbolism is always of the same type, viz.,
ammal, IS due to the fundamental character of the social and
moral code, embodied in the ancestor cult; that different animal
symbols should be employed is explained by the fact that this
code has different aspects.
In his study of totemism in Polynesia, Firth had already
tended toward this type of explanation :

(

It is a feature of Polynesian totemism that the natural species
concerned are generally animals, either land or marine, and that
plants, though oc�asionally included in the list, never predominate.
The reason for this preference for animals, it seems to me, lies in the
f�ct that the behavior of the totem is usually held to give an indica
tiOn as to the actions or intentions of the god concerned. Plants, be
caus� of their immobility, a:e not of much interest from this point
of VIew, �nd the te�dency 1s then for the more mobile species, en
dowed With locomotiOn and versatility of movement, and often with
other str�king characteristics in the �atter of shape, colour, ferocity,
.
to be represented m greater measure in the list of
or pecuhar cnes,
media which serve as outlet for the supernatural beings.o

These interpretations by Firth and Fortes are much more
satisfactory than those of the classical adherents of totemism or
of its first adversaries such as Goldenweiser, because they esc�pe
double da;n�er of �ecourse either to some arbitrary explana
tion or to factitious evidence. It is clear that in so-called totemic
systems the natural species do not serve as any old names for

�e
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it remains to effect the passage from external analogy to internal
homology.

II
The idea of an objectively perceived resemblance between
men and totems would constitute problem enough in the case of
the Azande, who include among t�eir totems imaginary creatures
such as the crested water-snake, /rainbow snake, water leopard,
and the thunder beast.6 But everi among the Nuer, all of whose
totems correspond to real objects, it has to be recognized that the
list forms a rather bizarre assortment : lion, waterbuck, monitor
lizard, crocodile, various snakes, tortoise, ostrich, cattle egret,
durra-bird, various trees, papyrus, gourd, various fish, bee, red
ant, river and stream, cattle with certain markings, monorchids,
hide, rafter, rope, parts of beasts, and some diseases. Taking
them as a whole, "we may say that there is no marked utilitarian
element in their selection. The animals and birds and fish and
plants and artifacts which are of the most use to the Nuer are
absent from the list of their totems. The facts of Nuer totemism
do not, therefore, support the contention of those who see in to
temism chiefly, or even merely, a ritualization of empirical in
terests." 1
The argument is expressly directed against Radcliffe-Brown,
. and Evans-Pritchard recalls that it had previously been formu
lated by Durkheim with regard to similar theories. What follows
may be applied to the interpretation offered by Firth and. by
Fortes : "Nor in general are Nuer totems such creatures as might
be expected, on account of some striking peculiarities, to attract
particular attention. On the contrary, those creatures which
have excited the mythopoeic imagination of the Nuer and which
figure most prominently in their folk-tales do not figure, or
figure rarely and insignificantly, among their totems." 8
The author declines therefore to answer the question-con
stantly encountered like a Leitmotiv from the beginning of our
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exposition-why it is that mammals, birds, reptiles, and trees
should be symbols of the relationships between spiritual power
and the lineages. The farthest he goes is to observe that certain
widely held beliefs might prepare certain things to fill this func
tion : e.g., birds fly, and are thus better able to communicate with
the supreme spirit who lives in the sky. The argument does not
apply to snakes, even though they are also, in their way, mani
festations of Spirit. Trees, rare on the savannah, are regarded as
divine favors, because of the shade they afford; rivers and
streams are related to water spirits. As for monorchids and ani
mals with certain markings, it is believed that they are visible
signs of an exceptionally powerful spiritual activity.
Unless we return to an empiricism and a naturalism which
Evans-Pritchard rightly rejects, it has to be recognized that these
indigenous ideas are not very significant. For if we exclude the
possibility that streams are the objects of ritual attitudes because
of their biological or economic function, their supposed rela
tionship with the water spirits is reduced to a purely verbal
manner of expressing the spiritual value which is attributed to
them, which is not an explanation. The same applies to the other
cases. On the other hand, Evans-Pritchard has been able to make
profound analyses which allow him to dismantle bit by bit, as
�t were, the relations which, in Nuer thought, unite certain
types of men to certain species of animals.
In order to characterize twins, the Nuer employ expressions
which at first sight seem contradictory. On the one hand, they
say that twins are "one person" (ran); on the other, they state
that twins are not "persons" (ran), but "birds" (dit). To inter·
these expressions correctly, it is necessary to envisage, step
step, the reasoning involved. As manifestations of spiritual
power, twins are firstly "children of God" (gat kwoth), and
since the sky is the divine abode they may also be called "persons
of the above" (ran nhial). In this context they are opposed to
ordinary humans, who are "persons of below" (ran piny). As
birds are themselves "of the above," twins are assimilated to
them.
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satisfactory explanation of the "totemic" predilection for animal
species, we still have to try to understand why any particular
species is selected rather than another:

·

What is the principle by which such pairs as eaglehawk and
crow, eagle and raven, coyote and wild cat are chosen as representing
the moieties of the dual division? The reason for asking this question
y, it can be held, suppose that an un
is not idle curiosity. W
t
derstanding of the principle in question will give us an importan
the
about
think
es
themselv
insight into the way in which the natives
dual division as a part of their social structure. In other words, instead
of asking "Why all these birds?" we can ask 'Why particularly eagle
hawk and crow, and other pairs?"P

·

�

This step is decisive. It brings about a reintegration of con
tent with form, and thus opens the way to a genuine structural
analysis, equally far removed from formalism and from function
alism. For it is indeed a structural analysis which Radcliffe
Brown undertakes, consolidating institutions with representations
on the one hand, and interpreting in conjunction all the variants
of the same myth on the other.
This myth, which is known from many parts of Australia,
has to do with two protagonists, whose conflicts are the principal
theme of the story. One version from Western Australia is about
Eaglehawk and Crow. The former is mother's brother to Cro�,
and his potential father-in-law also because of the preferential
marriage with the mother's brother's daughter. A father-in-law,
real or potential, has the right to demand presents of food from
his son-in-law and nephew, and Eaglehawk accordingly tells
Crow to bring him a wallaby. After a successful hunt, Crow suc
cumbs to temptation : he eats the animal and pretends to return
empty-handed. But the uncle refuses to believe him, and ques
tions him about his distended belly. Crow answers that to stay
the pangs of his hunger he had filled his belly with the gum
from the acacia. Still disbelieving him, Eaglehawk tickles hh
nephew until he vomits the meat. As a punishment, he throws
him into the fire and keeps him there until his eyes are red and
his feathers are blackened, while he emits in his pain the cry

.;.
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which is henceforth to be characteristic. Eaglehawk pronounces
that Crow shall never again be a hunter, and that he will be
r�duced to stealing game. This is the way things have been ever
smce.
It is impossible, Radcliffe-Brown continues to understand
this myth without reference to the ethnographic context. The
Australian aborigine thinks of himself as a "meat-eater," and the
eaglehawk and crow, which are carnivorous birds are his main
rivals. When the natives go hunting by lighting bush-fires, the
eaglehawks qu�ckly appear and join in the hunt: they also are
hunters. Perchmg not far from the camp fires' the crows await
their chance to steal from the feast.
Myths of this type may be compared with others, the struc
ture of which is similar, although they are concerned with differ
ent animals. For exa�p e•. the �borigines who inhabit the region
where South Australia JOinS VIctoria say that the kangaroo and
th� �ombat (another marsupial, but smaller), which are the
prmcipa gam�� were once friends. One day Wombat began to
_
_
make a ,house for himself
(the ammal
lives in a burrow in the
ground), and Kangaroo jeered at him and thus annoyed him.
But when : for the very first time, rain began to fall, and Wombat
sh�ltered m h �s house, he refused to make room for Kangaroo,
_ that It was too small for two. Furious, Kangaroo struck
cla1mmg
Wombat �n t e head with a big stone, flattening his skull; and
Wombat, m nposte, threw a spear at Kangaroo which fixed itself
at the base of the backbone. This is the way things have been
.
ever smce: the wombat has a Hat skull and lives in a bun:ow·
th� kang�roo has a fail and lives in the open : "This is, of course
_ you may think is childish. It amuses the
a JUSt so story which
listeners when it is told with the suitable dramatic expressions.
But if �e examine some dozens of these tales we find that they
have a smgle theme. The resemblances and differences of animal
species are translated into terms of friendship and conflict, soli
darity and opposition. In other words the world of animal life is
represented in terms of social relations similar to those of human
society." 18
To arrive at this end, the natural species are classed in pairs

�

!
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Radcliffe-Brown would probably have rejected the conclu
sions which we have just drawn from his analysis, for until th!
.
.
end of his life, and as is proved by a correspondence With him,
he held fast to an empiricist conception of structure . Ho�ever,
.
.
we believe that we have delineated, without distortmg It, the
attractiveness of one of the paths opened up by his address of
1951. Even if he himself might not have taken it, it bears wit
nes to the fertility of a mind which, age and illness notwithstanding, still showed its capacity fo; revival.
.
Novel though Radcliffe-Brown s second theory of totemism
may appear in anthropological literature, he is not, however, its
inventor; yet it is scarcely probable that he should have been
inspired by predecessors who were quite marginal to strictly
.
anthropological speculation. Considering the intellectuahst c ar
acter that we have discerned in his theory, we might be surpnsed
that Bergson should have held very similar ideas. Yet we find in
Les Deux Sources de la morale et de la religion the outline of a
theory which in certain respects presents an analogy with Rad
cliffe-Brown's which it is interesting to examine. This also offers
ocasion to pose a problem concerning the history of ideas, one
which takes us back to the postulates implied by speculations on
totemism, viz., how is it that a philosopher known for the im
portan�e he attached to affectivity and experience should find
himself, in approaching an anthropological problem, at the oppo
site pole, to those anthropologists whose theoretical position may
be considered so close to his in all other respects?

?

" Se Radcliffe-Brown's letter to the author, published in An Appraisal

of Anthropology Today, ed. S. Tax et al., Chicago, 1953, p. 109.
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In Les Deux Sources, Bergson approaches totemism indi
rectly, by way of animal worship, which he regards as a form of
spirit cult. Totemism is not to be confused with zoolatry, but it
presupposes all the same that "man treats an animal, or even
vegetable, species, and sometimes an inanimate object, with a
deference that is not entirely dissimilar to religion." 1 This def
erence seems to be connected in native thought to the belief in
an identity between the animal or plant and the members of the
clan. How may this belief be explained?
The gamut of interpretations proposed range themselves
between two extreme hypotheses : one a "participation," after
Levy-Bruhl, which treats in cavalier fashion the multiple mean
ings of expressions in different languages which we translate by
the verb "to be," the meaning of which is equivocal even among
ourselves; the other, a reduction of the totem to the role of em
blem and simple designation of the clan, which is what Durk
heim does, but without then being able to account for the place
occupied by totemism in the life of the peoples that practice it.
Neither the one interpretation nor the other permits us to
answer simply and unequivocally the question posed by the clear
predilection for animal and vegetable species. We are thus led to
inquire what there is that is distinctive in the way man perceives
and conceptualizes plants and animals :
At the same time as the nature of the animal seems to be con
centrated into a unique quality, we might say that its individuality
is dissolved in a genus. To recognise a man means to distinguish him
from other men; but to recognise an animal is normally to decide
what species it belongs to. . . . An animal lacks concreteness and
individuality, it appears essentially as a quality, and thus essentially
as a class.2

It is this dire�t perception of the class, through the individ
uals, which characterizes the relation between man and the
animal or plant, and it is this also which helps us to understand
"this singular thing that is totemism." In fact, the truth must
be sought halfway between the two extreme solutions recalled
above :
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There is nothing to he deduced from the fact that a clan is said
.
to he one or other animal; but that two clans of the same tnhe have
necessarily to be two different animals is far more enlightening. Let
us suppose that it is desired to mark the fact that these two clans c?n
.
stitute two species, in the biological sense of the word, . . . glVlng
one the name of one animal and the other the name of another. Each
of these names, taken by itself, is nothing but an appellation, but to
gether they are equivalent to an affirmation. They say, in fact, that
the two clans are of different blood.3

There is no need for us to follow Bergson to the very end
of his theory, for there we should be led onto less so id grou�d.
.
Bergson sees totemism as a means of exogamy, th�s Itself bemg
the effect of an instinct intended to prevent biOlogically harmful
unions between close relatives. But if such an instinct existed, a
recourse to institutions would be superfluous. Moreover, the
sociological model adopted would be in curious contradiction
with the zoological situation which inspired it: animals are en
dogamous, not exogam?u�; they come togeth�� an :r:ep� uce
.
exclusively within the hmits of the species. In specifymg each
clan, and in differentiating them "specifically" from each other,
the result-if totemism were based on biological tendencies and
natural feelings-would be the reverse of that intended: i.e.,
each clan would have to be endogamous, like a biological species,
and the clans would remain strangers to each other.
Bergson is so aware of these diffic�lties that e a�tens to
.
modify his thesis on two counts. Whil� still mamtami�g the
reality of the need which should constram peo�le to �;md con
sanguineous unions, he concedes that there IS no real and
.
.
active" instinct corresponding to it. Nature supphes
this lack by
means of intelligence, arousing "an imaginative representation
which determines behaviour as the instinct might have done." 4
But aside from the fact that this leads to a pure metaphysic, this
"im;ginative representation" woul still have, as we ave ju�t
.
seen, a content exactly the opposite of Its alleged obJect. It Is
p�obably in order to get round this second difficulty that Bergson
is forced to reduce an imaginative representation to a form :

�

�

�
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When, therefore, they [the members of two clans] declare that
they are two species of animals, it is not on the animality but on the
duality that they place the stress.5

In spite of the difference between their premises, it is Rad
cliffe-Brown's very conclusion which Bergson enunciates, and
twenty years before him.
II
This perspicacity of the philosopher, which imposes on him,
even against his reluctance, the correct answer to an anthropolog
ical problem still unsolved by professional anthropologists (Les
Deux Sources was published not long after Radcliffe Brown's
first theory) is the more remarkable in that a theoretical change
over is produced between Bergson and Durkheim, who were
contemporaries. The philosopher of the unstable finds the solu
tion to the problem of totemism in the field of oppositions and
ideas; while by a move in the opposite direction Durkheim, in
clined though he always was to refer back to categories and even
to antinomies, seeks the answer at the level of indistinction.
Actually, the Durkheimian theory of totemism is developed in
three stages, of which Bergson, in his criticism, is content to
retain the first two. The clan first gives itself an emblem "instinc
tively," 6 which can only be a sketchy figure limited to a few
lines. Later, an animal figure is "recognized" in the design, and
it is changed in consequence. Finally this figure is sacralized, by
a sentimental confusion of the clan and its emblem.
But how can this series of operations, which each clan car
ries out on its own account and independently of the other clans,
be organized eventually into a system? Durkheim replies:
If the totemic principle resides by choice in a particular animal
or vegetable, it cannot remain localised in it. The sacred is contagious
in the extreme; it thus extends from the totemic being to everything
that is at all connected with it . . . : the things it feeds on, . . .
things that resemble it, . . . various beings with which it is con-
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stantly connected. . . . At last, the whole world is shared between
the totemic principles of the same tribe.7

The term "shared" is clearly ambiguous, for a true sharing
would not result in a mutual and unforseen limitation of areas
of expansion, each of which would invade the entire field unless
it were prevented by the advances of the others. The distribution
which would result would be arbitrary and contingent, resulting
from history and chance; and it would be impossible to under
stand how passively experienced distinctions, submitted to with
out ever having been conceptualized, could be at the origin of
those "primitive classifications" whose systematic and coherent
character Durkheim, together with Mauss, had established:
It is far from being the case that this mentality has no connexion
with our own. Our logic was born of this logic. . . . Today, as in
former times, to explain is to show how a thing participates in one or
a number of others . . . Every time we unite heterogeneous terms
by an internal link we necessarily identify contraries. Of course, the
terms that we unite in this way are not those that the Australian
brings together; we choose them by other criteria and for other
reasons; but the process itself by which the mind relates them does
not differ essentially . . . .
Thus there is no abyss between the logic of religious thought
and the logic of scientific thought. Both are composed of the same
essential elements, only unequally and differently developed. The
special characteristic of the former seems to be its natural taste for
immoderate confusions as well as for abrupt contrasts. It is willingly
excessive in both directions. When it compares, it confuses; when it
distinguishes, it opposes. It knows neither measure nor subtlety, it
seeks extremes; consequently it employs logical mechanisms with a
kind of awkwardness, but it is ignorant of none of them.8

If we have quoted these lines at some length, it is firstly
because they are Durkheim at his best, i.e., he is admitting that
all social life, even elementary, presupposes an intellectual activ
ity in man of which the formal properties, consequently, cannot
be a reflection of the concrete organization of the society. But the
theme of Les Formes elementaires de la vie religieuse, like what
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we mioht extract from the second preface to Les Regles de la
methode sociologique and from the essay on primitive forms of
classification, shows the contradictions inherent in the contrary
view, which is only too often adopted by Durkheim when he
affirms the primacy of the social over the intellect. Now it is
precisely to the degree that Bergson intends the opposite of the
.
sociologist, in the Durkheimian sense of the word, that he IS
able to make the category of class and the notion of opposition
into immediate data of the understanding, which are utilized
by the social order in its formation. And it is when Durkheim
claims to derive categories and abstract ideas from the social order
that, in trying to explain this order, he finds at his disposal no
more than sentiments, affective values, or vague ideas such as
contagion or contamination. His thought thus remains torn be
tween two contradictory claims. This explains the paradox, well
illustrated by the history of the totemic issue, that Bergson is in
a better position than Durkheim to lay the foundations of a
genuine sociological logic, and that Durkheim's psychology, as
much as Bergson's but in the opposite direction, has to call upon
the inarticulate.
So far, the Bergsonian procedure seems to be made up of a
succession of retreats, as though Bergson, forced to break off in
the face of each of the objections raised by his thesis, had been
driven into a corner in spite of himself, with his back to the truth
of totemism. But this interpretation does not go to the bottom of
the matter, for it may be that Bergson's insight was due to more
positive and profound reasons. If he was able to understand cer
tain aspects of totemism better than the anthropologists, or before
them, is this not because his own thought presents curious analo
gies with that of many so-called primitive peoples who experience
or have experienced totemism from within?
For the anthropologist, Bergson's philosophy recalls irresis
tibly that of the Sioux, and he himself could have remarked the
similarity since he had read and pondered Les Formes elemen
taires de la vie religieuse. Durkheim reproduces in this book9
a reflection by a Dakota wise man which formulates, in a lan
guage close to that of L'E:volution creatrice, a metaphysical phi-
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losophy, common to all the Sioux, from the Osage in the south
to the Dakota in the north, according to which things and beings
are nothing but materialized forms of creative continuity. The
original American source reads:
Everything as it moves, now and then, here and there, makes
stops. The bird as it Hies stops in one place to make its nest, and in
another to rest in its Hight. A man when he goes forth stops when
he wills. So the god has stopped. The sun, which is so bright and
beautiful, is one place where he has stopped. The moon, the stars,
the: winds, he has been with. The trees, the animals, are all where
he has stopped, and the Indian thinks of these places and sends his
prayers there to reach the place where the god has stopped and win
help and a blessing. 1o

The better to underline the comparison, let us quote with
out break from the paragraph in Les Deux Sources where Berg
son sums up his metaphysics:
A great current of creative energy gushes forth through matter,
to obtain from it what it can. At most points it is stopped; these stops
are transmuted, in our eyes, into the appearances of so many living
species, i. e. , of organisms in which our perception, being essentially
analytical and synthetic, distinguishes a multitude of elements com
bining to fulfill a multitude of functions; but the process of organisa
tion was only the stop itself, a simple act analogous to the impress of
a foot which instantaneously causes thousands of grains of sand to
contrive to form a pattern.11

The two accounts agree so exactly that it may seem less
risky, after reading them, to claim that Bergson was able to un
derstand what lay behind totemism because his own thought,
unbeknownst to him, was in sympathy with that of totemic peo
ples. What is it, then, that they have in common? It seems that
the relationship results from one and the same desire to appre
hend in a total fashion the two aspects of reality which the
philosopher terms continuous and discontinuous; from the same
refusal to choose between the two; and from the same effort to
se them as complementary perspectives giving on to the same
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truth.* Radcliffe Brown, though abstaining from metaphysical
considerations which were foreign to his temperament, followed
the same route, when he reduced totemism to a particular form
of a universal tendency, in order to reconcile opposition and
integration. This encounter between a fieldworker admirably
aware of the way in which savages think, and an armchair phi
losopher who in certain respects thinks like a savage, could
be produced by a fundamental matter which needed to be
with.
Radcliffe Brown had a more distant predecessor, and one
hardly less unexpected, in the person of Jean Jacques Rousseau.
Certainly, Rousseau felt a much more militant fervor for ethnog
raphy than Bergson; but, aside from the fact that ethnographic
knowledge was far more limited in the eighteenth century, what
makes Rousseau's insight more astonishing is that it forestalls
by a number of years the very first ideas about totemism. It will
be recalled that these were introduced by Long, whose book was
published in 1 79 1 , whereas the Discours sur l'origine de l'ine
galite goes back to 1 754. Yet Rousseau, like Radcliffe Brown and
Bergson, sees the apprehension by man of the "specific" character
of the animal and vegetable world as the source of the first logical
operations, and subsequently of a social differentiation which
could be lived out only if it were conceptualized.
The Discours sur l'origine et les fondements de l'inegalite
parmi les hommes is without doubt the first anthropological
treatise in French literature. In almost modern terms, Rc.usseau
poses the central problem of anthropology, viz., the passage from
nature to culture. More prudently than Bergson, he abstains from
introducing the idea of instinct, which, belonging as it does to
the order of nature, could not enable him to go beyond nature.
Before man became a social being, the instinct of procreation,
"a blind urge, . . . produced no more than a purely animal act."
,. The analogy deserves to be pursued. The Dakota language
no
word to designate time, but it can express in a number of ways
of being
in duration. For Dakota thought, in fact, time constitutes a duration in which
measurement does not intervene: it is a limitless "free good" (Malan and
McCone, 1960, p. 12).
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passage from nature to culture depended on demo
graphic mcrease, but the latter did not produce a direct
effect, as
� natural cause. First it forced
men to diversify their modes of
.
.
hvehhood m order to exist in different environments,
and also
to multiply their relations with nature. But in order
that this
diversification and multiplication might lead to techn
ical and
social transformations, they had to become objects
and means of
human thought:
This repeated attention of various beings to themselves and to
eac� other mus� natur�lly have engendered in man's mind the per
ceptiOn of certam relatiOns. The relations which we express by the
words big and little, strong and weak, fast and slow, hold and fear
ful, and other such ideas which are compared as occasion demands
and alm�st without �hinking about them, eventually produced in
�an a kmd of refie�tion, or rather an automatic prudence which in
dicated the precautions most necessary to his safety.12

The concluding part of the quotation is not to be expla
ined
as an afterthought: in Rousseau's view, foresight and
curiosity
are connected as two aspects of intellectual activity. In
the state
of nature, both are lacking in man, because he "aban
dons him
self solely to the consciousness of his present existe
nce." For
Rousseau, moreover, affective life and intellectual
life
are op
. the same
posed m
way as nature and culture, which are as re
mote from each other as "pure sensations from
the simplest
forms of knowledge ." This is true to the extent that
he some
times writes, not of the state of society, in opposition
to that of
nature, but of the "state of reasoning. " 13
The advent of culture thus coincides with the birth
of the
intellect. Furthermore, the opposition between
the continuous
and the discontinu?us, which seems irreducible
on the biologi
. expressed
cal �lane beca�se It IS
by
the
seria
lity
of individuals
. m the s
.
With
pecies, and m the heterogeneity of the species among
each other, Is surmounte in cult re, which is based
on the apti
tude of �an to .perfect hu self, ,�
a faculty which
�
.
re
mams With us, m the species as much as in the
individual· and
without which an animal is, after a few months,
what it wUI he

�

•

.

.

•

•

•
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all its life, and a species, after a thousand years, what it was in
the first year of the thousand ." 14
How then are we to conceive, firstly, the triple passage
(which is really only one) from animality to humanity, from
.
nature to culture, and from affectivity to intellectua Ity,
and,
secondly, the possibility of the application of the ammal and
vegetable world to society, perceived already by R?usseau, �nd
in which we see the key to totemism? For m makmg a rad1�al
. (as Durkhe1m
separation between the terms one runs the nsk
was later to learn) of no longer understanding their origin.
.
Rousseau's answer consists in defining the natural condi
tion of man, while still retaining the distinctions, by the o�ly
psychic state of which the content is indissociably both affective
and intellectual, and which the act of consciousness suffices to
transfer from one level to the other, viz., compassion, or, as
Rousseau also writes, identification with another, the duality of
terms corresponding, up to a certain point, to the above duality
of aspect. It is because man originally felt himsel.f identical to
. says, we
all those like him (among which, as Rousseau exphcitly
must include animals) that he came to acquire the capacity to
distinguish himself as he distinguishes them, �.e., �o use e di
.
versity of species as conceptual support for social differentiatiOn.
This philosophy of an original identificatio? wi�h all o�her
.
creatures is as far as may be imagined from Sartre s existentialism,
which on this point returns to Hobbes's view. In other respects
it leads Rousseau to some singular hypotheses, such as Note 10
in the Discours, in which he suggests that the orang-utang and
other anthropoid apes of Asia and Africa might be men, wrongly
confused with animals by the prejudices of travelers. But it also
enables him to form an extraordinarily modern view of the
passage from nature to culture, and one based, as we have seen,
on the emergence of a logic operating by means of binary op
positions and coinciding with the first manife.stations of sym
bolism. The total apprehension of men and ammals as sentient
beings, in which identification consists, both governs and �re
cedes the consciousness of oppositions between, firstly, logtcal
properties conceived as integral parts of the field, and then,

�

�
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